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BACKGROUND



In many environments, a single computer user has multiple computing devices he or she uses to perform computing tasks. For example, a corporate employee may have a Work com puter, a home computer, and a laptop computer. Each of these computer systems may be in and/ or may move betWeen dif



(typically from the user) directing the client to a Workspace feed server. The client looks to the Workspace speci?ed by the locator and queries that Workspace feed server for resources



ferent physical locations. HoWever, the employee may desire



stored on the resource hosts associated With the Workspace.



uniform access to Work related applications and Work related data from any of his or her computer systems Without regard to location. The computer user may also have a computing



The client then creates shortcuts on the user device corre



sponding to those resources. The client also stores a descrip tion of the Workspace on the user device. The client may also



device With multiple operating systems installed in different



de?ne management options unique to the speci?c Workspace.



partitions. The computer user may desire uniform access to



The description is not the Workspace itself; it is information about the Workspace including a unique name of the Work



applications running on all of the operating systems Without



sWitching interfaces. Installing the same applications on all of the employee’s computing devices can provide a common look and feel



20



space, the locator of the Workspace, a list of the resources associated With the Workspace, and a time of most recent



update of the description of the Workspace. The client also



across all the computer systems. Installing the same applica tions on all the employee’s computing devices can also pro vide access to corporate applications and corporate data in a uniform fashion across all of the computing devices. HoW



automatically integrates the shortcuts into the UI of the user



devices also has a number of drawbacks such as increased



device so that the UI presents the resources from the Work space as though they Were local resources. This Summary is provided to introduce a selection of con cepts in a simpli?ed form that are further described beloW in



cost and limited central control over non-managed computing devices.



the Detailed Description. This Summary is not intended to identify key features or essential features of the claimed sub



ever, installing the same applications on multiple computing



25



Since users understand and knoW hoW to launch resources ject matter, nor is it intended to be used as an aid in determin on their local computers, administrators can ease the burden 30 ing the scope of the claimed subject matter.



of accessing remote resources by pushing the resources and



settings out to the local computers. HoWever, this is only



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS



practical if both the host and local computers are in the same



domain (e.g., Active Directory® domain (Microsoft Corpo ration, Redmond, Wash.)). Additionally, anything a user has



35



to install locally means that the administrator has lost control of patching the resources or upgrading the application With out the help of the user installing an additional package.



identical items. These draWings depict only typical embodi ments of the invention and are not therefore to be considered



Therefore, methods and systems that provide seamless and uniform access to non-local resources Would have consider



The detailed description is described With reference to the accompanying ?gures. In the ?gures, the use of the same reference numbers in different ?gures indicates similar or



40



to be limiting of its scope. FIG. 1 illustrates a representation of an illustrative Work



able utility.



space in accordance With the present disclosure. FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary system for accessing Work



SUMMARY



space resources in accordance With an embodiment of the



Techniques for discovering, connecting to, disconnecting



45



from, reconnecting to, updating, removing, and other man



FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary system including a Web server for accessing a Workspace in accordance With an



agement of Workspaces are described. A “Workspace” is a collection of resources (local and/or remote of different types



embodiment of the present disclosure.



including types running on different operating systems) that a user can discover and use. Generally, implementations in accordance With the present disclosure alloW a user to dis



present disclosure.



FIG. 4 is a schematic vieW of a user device of FIG. 1 in 50



accordance With an embodiment of the present disclosure. FIG. 5 is a representation of a UI integrating local resources



cover and manage Workspaces from a user device such as a



and remote resources in accordance With an embodiment of



non-managed personal computer. Disclosed embodiments



the present disclosure.



alloW intuitive access to resources contained Within a Work



space by alloWing those resources to behave like a locally installed resource. One example of that behavior is the ability of remote applications to become the default application for



55



launching local ?les. After a user device discovers Workspaces, the user device



maintains a list of the discovered Workspaces. Each of the



60



Workspaces contains resources, and shortcuts corresponding to those resources are integrated into a user interface (UI) of the user device (e.g., in a Start-Menu or on a Desktop). The



the present disclosure.



user device receives a request from a user to access one of the



Workspace resources. In response to receiving that request, a connection is opened from the user device to the resource



hosts containing the Workspace. This connection enables



FIG. 6 is a representation of a UI entering a locator in accordance With an embodiment of the present disclosure. FIG. 7 is a representation of a UI shoWing discovery of a Workspace in accordance With an embodiment of the present disclosure. FIG. 8 is a representation of a UI shoWing a Workspace center in accordance With an embodiment of the present dis closure. FIG. 9 is a representation of a UI shoWing an explicit disconnect command in accordance With an embodiment of



65



FIG. 10 is ?owchart of a process for discovering and removing a Workspace in accordance With an embodiment of



the present disclosure.
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FIG. 11 is ?owchart of a process for connection to, discon nection from, and reconnection to a Workspace in accordance With an embodiment of the present disclosure.



that he or she has located all the relevant resources, and knoW that access to the resources is closed by closing the Work space.



Con?guration of Workspaces FIG. 1 illustrates a representation 100 of a Workspace 112



DETAILED DESCRIPTION



in accordance With one or more embodiments of the present



Existing options to discover and manage remote resources



disclosure. In this embodiment, the Workspace 112 is shoWn



(e.g., applications, computers, Websites, and/or ?les) from



by a dashed line bounding the resources 116 included in the Workspace 112. The resources 116 contained in a single Workspace 112 may be spread across multiple resource hosts including host servers 114A and 114B, a remote computer



any non-managed computer (such as a user’s home com puter) are not intuitive and require the user to knoW and provide complex information. If the local computers are in a



122, and/or a virtual machine 120 operating on the user device



different domain than the corporation (i.e., non-managed



106. Alternatively, an entire Workspace may be contained on a single host server 114, remote computer 122, or virtual machine 120. The virtual machine 120 may, in some embodi ments, be a partition of the user device 106 running an oper



desktops) there are only a feW imperfect options such as terminal servers and/or remote desktop access to provide access to applications and data. A terminal server is a com



puter system that maintains applications that can be remotely executed by client computer systems. A remote desktop alloWs remote access (e.g., from home) directly to a desktop computer in another location (e.g., in the o?ice) through a



ating system different than the main partition of the user device 106. The host servers 114 may include terminal servers, direc 20



tories, directory services (e.g., Active Directory®), central



25



iZed publishing sources, or any other suitable hosts or sources. In some embodiments the remote computer 122 is itself a resource providing a remote desktop. The virtual machine 120, While not physically remote from the user device 106, is a virtual machine host that can provide



Virtual Private NetWork (“VPN”), over a terminal server



(“TS”) GateWay, or other system. Accessing a terminal server via a terminal server Web



access (TSWA) Web page published by the administrator is not entirely intuitive. TSWA requires a user of client com puter system to direct a Web broWser to a Web site presented by a Web server that lists available remote application links



resources such as resource 116A and resource 116B to the



Workspace 112. Physically remote devices such as the remote



(and potentially other content). The information needed to access an application through a remote desktop is also com



plex (e.g., computer name, Internet protocol address, and/or



30



?le 116D, a RDP ?le 116E, other softWare programs, data



gateWay settings). Solutions such as TSWA provide the administrator With the ability to manage the resources. HoW ever, they are limited in other Ways, such as the inability to double click on a local ?le and automatically launch the remote application. There is no Way for the user to choose to make a remote program the default ?le handler for a local ?le.



compilations, desktops, documents, and/ or any other suitable resources. A given resource host may have some resources 35



HoWever, for a client computer system to access a remote application from a remote desktop (either at a terminal server



or another desktop computer), the client computer system



computer 122 and the host servers 114 may be identi?ed as remote resource hosts. The resources 116 may include, for example, an icon 116A, a remote application 116C, a remote
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must be provided With a link from the administrator (e.g.,



included in the Workspace 112, such as resource 116E on host server 114B, and other resources excluded from the Work space 112, such as resource 118. Shortcuts displayed on a UI 102 of user device 106 may correspond to local or remote resources. For example, short cut 104C corresponds to remote application 116C on host server 114A. Shortcut 104 corresponds to a local resource. A



computer name, Internet protocol address, gateWay setting,



user (not shoWn) may launch selected resources by clicking on the corresponding shortcuts 104C or 104, thus alloWing



and/or remote application initiation instructions in an RDP



the user to use a remote resource much like a locally-installed



?le) for accessing the remote application. Thus, even When using remote desktops, a user or administrator may be



resource. The icon used to represent a particular shortcut may 45



required to manually install a link for any remote applications



system or other softWare on the user device 106. For example, icon 116A on may be used to represent a shortcut (not shoWn)



a client computer system is to access.



Techniques for accessing and interacting With a collection of ?les, applications, and/or other resources grouped into a Workspace are disclosed herein. Generally, embodiments of methods and computer readable media in accordance With the



be supplied from the Workspace rather than from an operating



50



present disclosure advantageously provide an ability to dis



on the UI 102 corresponding to resource 116B. Information suf?cient to enable the user device 106 to access and manage resources 116 is provided from the Work space 112 to the user device 106 as a Workspace feed 124. In



some embodiments the Workspace feed 124 is streamed from



cover and use remote resources that behave much like locally the Workspace 112 to the user device 106. The Workspace installed resources. Behavior like locally-installed resources feed 124 may, for example, be an extensible markup language includes presence on the local UI similar to local resources 55 @(ML) ?le. In some embodiments one Workspace 112 is



described by one Workspace feed 124. The resources 116 in the Workspace 112 are remote from the user device 106, but a



(e. g., remote applications in the same menu as local applica tion; remote printers in the same folder as local printers), clipboard access for remote resources, and toolbar integra tion. In addition, such embodiments alloW the remote



description of the Workspace 108 is stored on the user device



106. The description 108 provides information about the



appropriate netWork (such as the Internet). If the remote



Workspace 112 to enable the user device 106 to interact With the resources 116 of the Workspace 112. In some embodi



resources are centrally located, an administrator may e?i



ments the description 108 is provided by the Workspace feed



ciently add, remove and/or update the contents of a Work space. By grouping logically related resources into a Work space (e.g., resources for the human resources department of



erence to FIG. 4.



resources to be accessed from any computer connected to the



the ?ctitious Contoso Corporation) a user is better able to do things such as locate resources relevant to a given task, knoW
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124. This description is discussed in greater detail With ref 65



The user device 106 also stores a list of discovered Work



spaces 110. Discovering a Workspace includes locating the Workspace on a netWork (e.g., searching at a particular IP
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address and/ or URL on the network), storing a description of the workspace 108 on the user device 106, and adding the workspace to a list of discovered workspaces 110. The list of discovered workspaces may be stored on the user device 106.



The use of a cookie 210 allows the credentials to be stored so



that a workspace may be repeatedly accessed without re entering credentials. In one embodiment, the user device 106 is in a different domain 202 than the domain 204 of the host servers 114 and the remote computer 122. Alternatively, each host server 114 and/or the remote computer 122 may be in



Since a user device 106 may discover and interact with mul



tiple workspaces, a list of discovered workspaces 110 assists with organization and management of the workspaces. The



different domains from each other (not shown). In other embodiments (not shown), the user device 106 may be in the



multiple workspaces may be available on a user device simul taneously or at different times. When a user device accesses



same domain as any or all of the host servers and remote



multiple workspaces, organiZing resources into workspaces



computers. Alternatively, the user device 106 and the host servers 114 may be non-domain-joined computers for



provides the further advantage of allowing a user to readily know the source of a given resource. This is bene?cial if, for



example computers connected through an un-managed home



example, a person with multiple employers is editing a con ?dential document for employer “A” and the respective work spaces for each employer include a word processing applica tion. In this situation it is necessary to identify which word



network (not shown). FIG. 3 is an exemplary system 300 similar that the exem plary system 200 of FIG. 2 but with the addition of a web server 302 and centraliZed publishing server 304. In the exemplary system 300 the host servers 114 are communica



processing application is provided by employer “A.” FIG. 2 is an exemplary system 200 for accessing a work space such as the workspace 112 of FIG. 1. In one embodi ment, this system includes a user device 106 operatively communicating with remote computer 122 and host servers 114A and 114B via a network 212. Communication with the remote computer 122 and host servers 114 may be via a virtual guest machine or another host server. The network can



be any type of network, such as, for example, a Local Area



tively coupled to the network 212 via the centraliZed publish ing server 304 and the web server 302. The web server 302, in 20



other embodiments, may be any aggregator that maps a single URL to a plurality of host servers 114. The workspace feed 124 of FIG. 1 may be sent in some embodiments from the web server 302 to the client 106 via the network 212. In some



embodiments, an existing web access system for accessing 25



remote resources, such as the Terminal Services (TS) Web



the Internet. In this description a “network” is one or more



Access system available from Microsoft Corporation, may incorporate aspects of the present disclosure to provide



data links that enable the transport of electronic data between computer systems and/or modules. When information is



that enable remote access to resources via a network that may



Network (“LAN”), a Wide Area Network (“WAN”), or even



transferred or provided over a network or another communi



improved service to users of remote resources. Other systems 30



cations connection (either hardwired, wireless, or a combina



be used include, for example, PC-Duo® Remote Control available from Vector Networks (South Yorkshire,



tion of hardwired and wireless) to a computing device, the



ENGLAND), products available from Citrix® (Citrix Sys



computing device interprets the connection as a source of



tems, Inc., Ft. Lauderdale Fla.) or any other suitable remote



computer-readable media. A workspace may function with out a network; for example, a workspace containing resources



network access systems. 35



112, including communicating with the web server 302 to



contained within user device 106.



As explained with reference to FIG. 1, each host server 112



obtain a list of resources, and presenting the data in a UI 102



(e.g., displaying the icons and/or RDP ?les). In alternative



has one or more resources 116 installed thereon. As noted



above, the host servers 114 may include, for example, termi nal servers, directories, directory services (e. g., Active Direc tory®), centraliZed publishing sources, or any other suitable
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45



on the user device 106 as RDP ?les. When the client 208



be workspace speci?c. In some embodiments, each work



handlers. The client 208 may act as a shell extension handler 50



workspace runtime component of the operating system on the user device 106. Altemately, the client 208 may be installed on a variety of suitable platforms such as, for example, a cellular telephone, a personal data assistant (PDA), a mobile navigational device, a WiFi-enabled component, or any other suitable platform. The client 208 may be con?gured in a wide



resources may, in one embodiment, be ultimately represented



presents the data in a UI 102, it may involve customizing the behavior and appearance of RDP ?les using shell extension



the user computer 106 and the network 212 is mediated by a client 208 installed on the user device 106. The client 208 may space has an associated client and all clients interact with a



embodiments, (such as that shown in FIG. 2) the client 208 communicates with host servers 114 without going through a web server. The client 208 may communicate with the web server 302 to obtain a list ofresources. The list ofresources is discussed more in connection with FIG. 4 below. The



hosts or sources. The remote computer 122 may include any



computing device capable of having its own local resources (e.g., a desktop personal computer at a user’s workplace or of?ce). In some embodiments, the communication between



In operation, the components of the client 208 may coop



eratively obtain the data (resources) regarding the workspace



drawn only from virtual machine hosts may be physically



for RDP ?le types to customiZe the look and feel (e.g., view window, location, etc.) of RDP ?les in a displayed on the UI 102. In some embodiments, the client 208 parses the work



space feed 124 to extract supplementary ?les, icon ?les, and/ or shortcuts. 55



FIG. 4 is a schematic view 400 of the user device 106 in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure. In



variety of ways to provide the desired functionalities and



a basic con?guration, the user device 106 includes at least one



capabilities described herein.



processing unit 402 and memory 404. Depending on the exact con?guration and type of user device 106, the memory 404 may be volatile (such as RAM), non-volatile (such as ROM



Communication between the client 208 and the network 212 as well as communication between the network 212 and



60



one or more host servers 114 or remote computers 122 may be



and ?ash memory) or some combination of the two. The



a secure hypertext transfer protocol secure socket layer (ht tps) connection 206. In some embodiments, the https connec



memory 404 typically includes an operating system 406, one or more program modules 408, and may include program data 410. The memory 404 also includes a description of the



tion transmits a small text ?le as a token that serves to identify



the user (i.e., a cookie 210) between the user device 106 and the resource hosts. Access to a workspace may require the user to enter credentials such as a usemame and password.
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workspace 108. The description of the workspace 108 includes, but is not limited to, a unique name 424 of the workspace, a locator 426 of the workspace, a list of resources
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428 contained in the Workspace, a status indicator 430 of the Workspace, and/or a time of most recent update 432 of the



implementation of these modules and techniques may be



Workspace. The elements of the description of the Workspace



able media.



108 are described in greater detail in the description of FIGS. 6-8. As an alternative embodiment, program modules 408, other modules, as Well as the client 208 may be implemented as part of the operating system 406, or it may be installed on the computing device and stored in other memory (e.g., non



Use of Workspaces



stored on or transmitted across some form of computer read



FIG. 5 shoWs a vieW 500 ofthe UI 102 ofuser device 106. In some embodiments, this UI 102 is a desktop of a comput



ing device With the UI presenting multiple WindoWs to the user. In this embodiment, Workspace 112 is represented in a menu as “Workspace Contoso.” The menu lists local resources 502 together With remote resources 506. The



removable storage 414) separate from the memory 404. A



Workspace runtime component (not shoWn) handles tracking



remote resources 506 are shoWn in the menu hierarchy as



When a connection to a Workspace has been started, When a connection has been closed, and/or When a connection has



been disconnected. As further shoWn in FIG. 4, the client 208 is stored in the memory 404. The client 208 is con?gured to operatively communicate With the netWork 212 to provide access to remote resources that behave much like locally-installed resources. A cookie 210 related to the Workspace may also be stored in the memory 404 (not shoWn). The user device 106 may have additional features or functionality. For example, the user device 106 may also include additional data storage



elements contained Within the Workspace 112. Each listing in the menu may be a shortcut such as the shortcuts shoWn in



FIGS. 1-3. For example, shortcut to local resource 504 in the menu may correspond to shortcut 104 shoWn in FIGS. 1-3. Shortcut to remote resource 508 may correspond shortcut 104C shoWn in FIGS. 1-3. Additionally, the menu item “My



20



devices (removable and/or non-removable) such as, for



that embodiment, local resources 502 and remote resources



example, magnetic disks, optical disks, or tape. Examples of such additional storage are illustrated by removable storage 412 and non-removable storage 414. Computer-readable storage media may include volatile and nonvolatile, remov able and non-removable media implemented in any method or technology for storage of information, such as computer readable instructions, data structures, program modules, or other data. The memory 404, removable storage 412 and non-removable storage 414 are all examples of computer



Work Computer 2” may correspond to the remote computer 122 of FIGS. 1-3. The UI 102 may also display a Workspace connection indicator 510 shoWing if the user device 106 is currently connected to any Workspaces. In an alternative embodiment, the UI may be largely or entirely text based. In 506 are presented in the same manner, regardless of that



25 manner being a menu or other UI.



30



FIG. 6 shoWs avieW 600 of the UI102 for entering a locator 426 to the Workspace. To discover a Workspace, the user directs the user device 106 to the location of a Workspace 112 by entering the locator 426. The user device 106, or in some embodiments the client 208, are directed to a speci?c elec tronic address on a netWork 212. In some embodiments, an



administrator may give the user a uniform resource locator



storage media. Thus, computer-readable storage media



(URL) to point the client 208 toWard (e.g., https://Workspace.



includes, but is not limited to, RAM, ROM, EEPROM, ?ash



contoso.com). The URL could be provided through an elec tronic communication system, and does not necessarily pre clude that the user has to speci?cally con?gure the client 208



memory or other memory technology, CD-ROM, digital ver satile disks (DVD) or other optical storage, magnetic cas
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settes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other mag



With the URL. In alternative embodiments, the user enters an



netic storage devices, or any other medium Which can be used to store the desired information and Which can be accessed by



because most users are better able to remember their oWn



user device 106. Any such computer-readable storage media may be part of the device 400. User device 106 may also have



e-mail address as the locator 426. This is advantageous 40



(DNS) service record (SRV) query to locate the Workspace 112. For example, [email protected] is interpreted by a



input device(s) 416 such as keyboard, mouse, pen, voice input device, and touch input devices. Output device(s) 418 such as a display, speakers, and printer, may also be included. These devices are Well knoWn and need not be discussed at length.



Workspace Wizard/con?guration manager to create a DNS 45



.consoso.com/) that points to Workspace Contoso. In one embodiment, a con?guration-?le stores the URL and matches the e-mail address With the URL. Once the client 208 is 50



media. Communication media may typically be embodied by computer readable instructions, data structures, program



(e.g., the menu shoWn in FIG. 5) may include remote the Workspace. In some embodiments, this is a one-time



con?guration of the Workspace via a shell-integrated client 55



Various modules and techniques may be described herein



istrator can send to users through e-mail, a Web-page link, or other mechanism. FIG. 7 shoWs a vieW 700 of a UI 102 after successful



such as program modules, executed by one or more comput ers or other devices. Generally, program modules include 60



so forth for performing particular tasks or implementing par ticular abstract data types. These program modules and the



tionality of the program modules may be combined or dis tributed as desired in various embodiments. An



discovery of a neW Workspace. This vieW 700 provides the user With an overvieW of a neWly discovered Workspace fol



loWing successful set up of that Workspace. The overvieW includes the unique name 424 of the Workspace, the locator



like may be executed as native code or may be doWnloaded and executed, such as in a virtual machine or other just-in



time compilation execution environment. Typically, the func



208 on the user device 106. In other embodiments, the Work



space is con?gured by a con?guration-?le Which an admin



in the general context of computer-executable instructions,



routines, programs, objects, components, data structures, and



con?gured and authenticated, a menu on the user device 106



resources that the administrator has made available to users of



modules, or other data in a modulated data signal, such as a carrier Wave or other transport mechanism, and includes any



information delivery media.



SRV query for contoso.com and then uses the returned ser



vice information to construct a URL (e. g., https://Workspace



The user device 106 may also contain communication con



nection(s) 420 that alloW the device to communicate With other computing device(s) 422, such as over a netWork, for example the netWork 212 shoWn in FIGS. 2 and 3. Commu nication connection(s) 420 is one example of communication



e-mail address than a URL or other locator. The domain-part of the e-mail address is used to create a Domain Name System
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426 of the Workspace, and a list of resources 428 contained in the Workspace. Since a single user device 106 may interact



With multiple Workspaces, each Workspace is identi?ed by a unique name 424 (e. g., Workspace Contoso). In this embodi
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ment, the locator 426 is a URL (e.g., https://workspace.con soso.com/ ). The list of resources 428 includes the number and



resources that have changed. This synchronization mecha nism may require each resource to undergo some processing at each synchronization, and may require the user device 106



type of the resources. FIG. 8 is a view 800 of a U1 102 showing a workspace



to retain some data for each remote resource (e.g., in the form



center listing discovered workspaces. In this view 800 only one workspace (e.g., Workspace Contoso) is shown. In other embodiments, multiple workspaces may be shown in this



of a “most recent update” time value). The processing may include parsing of the resource to update the presentation to the user, creating new aggregations of resources, changing the



view 800. Similar to the view 700 shown in FIG. 7, this view 800 additionally includes the unique name 424 of the work space, and a list of resources 428 including the number and



association of the resources to different agents. FIG. 9 shows a view 900 of a U1 102 including an explicit disconnect command 902. Once discovered and connected a user may desire to disconnect from a workspace, for example, to prevent unauthorized access to the contents of that work



type of the resources. This view 800 also shows a status



indicator 430 that displays the status of the workspace as either connected or disconnected. In some embodiments, fol



space. In some embodiments, disconnection is performed by



lowing initial discovery of a workspace, the user device 106 automatically connects to the workspace 112. Once discov ered a workspace may be disconnected without deleting or



an explicit disconnect command 902 such as a disconnect



button. In other embodiments, a workspace may “time-out” and then disconnect. For example, after the resources (e.g., remote applications, remote ?les, and remote desktops) asso



“un-discovering” the workspace. Accordingly, the workspace center may show a number of workspaces, all of which have been discovered, some of which are currently connected, and some of which are currently disconnected. The view 800 ofFIG. 8 also shows the time ofmost recent



ciated with a workspace 112 are closed, the user device 106 20



update 432 (e.g., Wednesday, Dec. 5, 2007 at 11:43 AM).



remains connected to the workspace 112 for a de?ned period of time (i.e., a period of time set by the user or alternatively an administrator) and then disconnects. When the user device 106 disconnects from a workspace 112 the user device 106 (or



Changes made to the workspace 112 or remote resources 116



in some embodiments a client 208) generates a con?rmation



may not be re?ected in the description of the workspace 108



that the workspace is closed. Providing a con?rmation allows



stored on the user device 106. It may be of interest to the



25



end-user that their user device should constantly grant them



a user to de?nitively know that a workspace 112 and thus resources 116 contained in that workspace are closed and no



seamless access to all available network resources. As



longer immediately available from the user device 106. For



changes in the resources 116 associated with discovered workspaces occur, the end-user would like them to be re?ected on their user device 106 (or other platform). A syn chronization mechanism may be implemented to automati



example, in situations where a user wishes to close all 30



cally accomplish this synchronization between the user device 106 con?guration and the published resource data. For example, in some embodiments, a process on the user device



106 may periodically initiate a dynamic check of resource
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hosts (e.g., host servers 114, remote computers 122, and virtual machines 120) associated with a workspace 112,



to the user after closing a workspace 112. Providing a “one click” means for reconnecting to a workspace will allow a user who accidently closed a workspace 112 to easily return to the task he or she was working on when the workspace 112 closed.



Connection status of workspaces may be presented to the



download a list of resources, compare it to the list of resources



428 stored on the user device 106, and update the list of resources 428 to incorporate any changes. In one embodi ment, a cookie 210 placed on the user device 106 by the resource hosts provides authentication information in lieu of a usemame and/or password. The cookie 210 allows synchro nization without the need to periodically prompt the user for



resources associated with work, the simplicity and clarity of closing one workspace is advantageous compared to search ing for separate resources and con?rming that each resource is closed. In one embodiment, a reconnect button is presented



user in multiple ways. In some embodiments, a list of con 40



nected workspaces may be presented in a view 900 such as the view shown in FIG. 9. The UI 102 may also display a work space connection indicator 510 showing if the user device 106



is currently connected to any workspaces. Other indicators of workspace connection such as different visual or audio sig



a password or to save a company password on a non-managed 45 nals to the user are also contemplated.



home computer. The user may also manually force the dynamic check rather than waiting for the next scheduled



FIG. 10 is a ?owchart of an illustrative process 1000 of



synchronization. In some embodiments, automatic updates will be scheduled by a task scheduler service on the operating



system 406 responsible for running tasks at a time predeter mined by the user. The task may be created by a workspace



50



setup wizard/ con?guration manager. Because a list of resources 428 ?le may describe dozens or even hundreds of available resources, such an auto-synchro nization mechanism may require signi?cant resource over head for both the user device 106 and the web server 302 or host servers 114. Since most published resources will remain



responding to the resources on the user device at 1006. As discussed above, the shortcuts can be presented in a menu or 55



synchronization activities by providing timestamp informa



208 to analyze the timestamp information and download supplementary ?les (such as RDP ?les and icons) for



other UI of the user device 106. At 1008 the process 1000 stores a description of the workspace on the user device. This



description may be the description of the workspace 108



the same for long periods of time, it may be possible to signi?cantly reduce the overhead burden associated with such tion for each resource 116 in a workspace 112. The timestamp information for each of the available resources enables the user device 106 to determine whether each of the available resources has been modi?ed from a previously-available resource version. In some embodiments, this allows the client



discovering and removing a workspace from a user device 106. At 1002, the process 1000 receives a locator (such as a URL or e-mail address) directing the client 208 to a work space 112. The client 208 then queries the location indicated by the locator for resources associated with the workspace 112 (at 1004). The process 1000 then creates shortcuts cor



discussed above. Next, the process 1000 at 1010 adds the workspace to a list of discovered workspaces maintained on 60



the user device 106. This list may be the same as the list of



discovered workspaces 110 discussed above. Thus, at this point in process 1000, a unique name 424 (or other identi?er such as a hash of a URL address) of each discovered work space is included in a list stored on the user device 106, a 65



description of each discovered workspace 108 is also stored on the user device 106, and shortcuts 104C corresponding to resources for each discovered workspace are created on the
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user device 106. A ?le type extension of a ?le present on the user device 106 is associated With a remote application ?le at



at 1116, the request is passage of a de?nedperiod of time after all the resources contained in a Workspace have been closed. In another embodiment, at 1114, the request is an explicit



1012. For example, ?le “?le.abc” is opened by remote appli



disconnect command such as the explicit disconnect com mand 902 shoWn on FIG. 9. Process 1100 next closes the connection betWeen the user device and the resource hosts at



cation “ABC.exe” located on a host server 114 in the Work space 112. When an administrator removes or adds resources



available to the user by changing the contents of a Workspace 112, these changes may be mirrored on the user device 106



1118. The Workspace runtime component (not shoWn) pro



and the ?le associations may be updated accordingly. From



vides an interface that Workspace resources can use to register



this point on, When a user selects a ?le, it may open in either a local or remote resource if one exists that can handle that ?le



With the Workspace runtime to let it knoW When they are connected. In addition a connection handler (not shoWn) can



type. In some embodiments, remote applications are able



notify registered connections When they need to disconnect.



register as ?le extension handlers so that users can choose to



The Workspace runtime maintains a list of active connections Within a Workspace 112 and determines that the Workspace



make a remote application the default ?le extension handler. Process 1000 continues by maintaining a list of discovered Workspaces at 1014 on the user device 106. This list may be the same as the list of discovered Workspaces 110 discussed



112 is no longer connected once all these connections have closed OR When the user explicitly decides to disconnect



from the Workspace.



above. Once discovered, the shortcuts and description of the



Closing the connection to the resource hosts causes the



Workspace remain on the user device until the Workspace is removed. Thus, even if a Workspace is closed (but not



removed) it remains in a list of discovered Workspaces (at



user device 106 to close its connection to the resources con



tained in those resource hosts (again at 1118). At 1120, the 20



1014). Next, the process 1000 dynamically integrates short cuts for resources corresponding to each respective one of the discovered Workspaces in a UI of the user device 106 (at 1016). This integration alloWs remote resources to shoW up like local resources on the user device 106 Without requiring



process 1100 generates a con?rmation that the connection is



closed as discussed above. Although the connection is closed, the Workspace 112 is not removed, and shortcuts for resources 104C corresponding to the closed Workspace are maintained on the UI102 ofthe user device 106 (at 1122). In one embodi 25



ment, the remote resources 506 shoWn in FIG. 5 Would appear



alloWs the integration of the remote resources into the UI to



differently When “Workspace Contoso” is closed (e. g., grayed out). A description of the Workspace is stored on the



dynamically change as the Workspace changes. For example,



user device (at 1124) even When the Workspace is closed. This



any “installer” technology. Integration Without an “installer”



is the end of process 1100 until the user desires to reconnect



a change in the name of a resource at the resource host can be



dynamically re?ected by a change in the label of a UI-inte grated icon representing that resource. At this point the Work space 112 is fully discovered and a user of the user device 106 may connect to the Workspace 112 (at 1018) or disconnect



30



The Workspace is closed from the perspective of a user of the user device 106; however, the resources remain in an active state on the resource hosts (at 1126). The user can



from the Workspace (at 1020). Connection and disconnection are discussed in more detail in FIG. 11. Additionally, a Work space can be completely removed from a user device 106.



35



it Was disconnected) as Well as to re-connect to the entire



library or Internet cafe) is used to access a Workspace. In one



1128). 40



CONCLUSION



Although the subject matter has been described in lan guage speci?c to structural features and/or methodological



description of the Workspace (at 1022). After removal, the Workspace 112 must be discovered again before it can be accessed from the user device 106. FIG. 11 is a ?owchart of a process 1100 for connecting to,



disconnect an entire Workspace session and is later able to re-connect to a single application (returning to its state When Workspace session. Process 1100, reconnects to the resources in the same state as at the time of a previous disconnection (at



This may be appropriate if a public computer (such as in a



embodiment, shoWn at 1026, the Workspace 112 is removed by a dynamic link library With a Workspace entry point. Removal of a Workspace includes deleting the shortcuts for resources in that Workspace (at 1024) and deleting the



With the Workspace.



45



acts, it is to be understood that the subject matter de?ned in



the appended claims is not necessarily limited to the speci?c



disconnecting from, and reconnecting to Workspaces in



features or acts described. It Will be appreciated that, based on



accordance With another embodiment of the present disclo sure. Process 1100 begins at 1102 by receiving a request to



the teachings of the present disclosure, a variety of alternate embodiments may be conceived, and that the present disclo



access one of the resources in a discovered Workspace (for



50



example, a Workspace discovered by the process 1000 of FIG.



sure is not limited to the particular embodiments described



herein and shoWn in the accompanying ?gures. Rather, the



10). In one embodiment the request may be a selection of a



speci?c features and acts are disclosed as exemplary forms of



shortcut (at 1104). For example, selection of shortcut to remote resource 508 displayed in the menu shoWn on FIG. 5 is a request to open “Workspace Contoso.” In an alternative 55 embodiment at 1 1 06, a request to open a Workspace may be an



explicit open command. At 1108, a connection is opened from



implementing the claims. What is claimed is:



1. A method comprising: maintaining a list of discovered Workspaces on a user



device, Wherein each of the discovered Workspaces is



the user device 106 to the resource hosts containing the Work



space 112. For example, to access the Workspace 112 ofFIG.



associated With a location on a netWork;



1, a connection is made to virtual machine 120, remote com puter 122, host server 114A and host server 114B. At 1110, the process 1100 enables access from the user device to the resources 116 stored on the resource hosts. Referring again to FIG. 1, in one embodiment this is access to resources 116A



60



through 116E and remote computer 122.



65



dynamically integrating shortcuts for resources corre sponding to each respective one of the discovered Work spaces into a user interface (UI) of the user device, Wherein the resources comprise a remote application; receiving a request to access one of the resources corre



sponding to one of the discovered Workspaces;



A user may disconnect from a connected Workspace by



responsive to receiving the request, opening a connection



making a request to disconnect (at 1112). In one embodiment,



from the user device to one or more resource hosts
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13 containing the resources corresponding to the indicated one of the discovered Workspaces;



storing a description of the Workspace on the user device, the description comprising a unique name of the Work space, the locator of the Workspace, a list of the



enabling access from the user device to the resources stored



one of the discovered Workspaces by presenting short



resources associated With the Workspace, a status indi cator of the Workspace as either connected or discon



cuts for resources corresponding to the discovered Work spaces as though they Were local resources, Wherein the



tion of the Workspace;



on the resource host(s) corresponding to the indicated



nected, and a time of most recent update of the descrip automatically integrating the shortcuts into a user interface (UT) of the user device and using the shortcuts to present



local resources and the remote resources are listed



together in a start menu; and displaying a Workspace connection indicator on the user



the resources as though they Were local resources on the



interface separately from the start menu, Wherein the



user device;



repeating the receiving the Workspace feed, parsing, creat ing shortcuts, storing, and automatically integrating for



Workspace connection indicator is displayed When the connections to the discovered Workspaces remain open and the Workspace connection indicator is not displayed When the connections to the discovered Workspaces are closed.



each of the one or more locators;



displaying a Workspace connection indicator on the user



interface separately from the shortcuts if the status indi



2. The method of claim 1, Wherein the opening comprises



cator for one of the one or more Workspaces is con



nected, and not displaying the Workspace connection



reconnecting to the resources, Wherein if the resources Were



previously opened and then disconnected, the resources are maintained in an active state on the resource host(s) such that the resources are in the same state at the time of reconnection as at a time of a previous disconnection.



indicator if the status indicator of each of the one or more



Workspaces is disconnected; and



20



associating a ?le type extension of a ?le present on the user device With a resource stored on a resource host, Wherein



3. A method of disconnecting from a Workspace, the



the associating enables a ?le present on the user device



method comprising: receiving a request to disconnect from a connected Work space;



With a same ?le type extension to be opened by the



7. The computer-readable storage media of claim 6,



responsive to receiving the request, closing a connection



Wherein the user device is in a different domain than the resource host(s) or connected to the resource host(s) through a non-domain joining.



betWeen a user device and resource hosts containing



resources corresponding to the connected Workspace,



the closing of the connection causing the contained



30



resources to also close;



8. The computer-readable storage media of claim 6, Wherein the one or more locators comprise one or more e-mail



generating a con?rmation that the connection is closed; maintaining shortcuts for resources corresponding to the Workspace in a user interface (UT) of the user device



When the connection is closed; and if other Workspaces remain open, displaying a Workspace



resource stored on the resource host.



25
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addresses. 9. The computer-readable storage media of claim 6, Wherein the acts further comprise: receiving an e-mail address; creating a Domain Name System (DNS) service record



connection indicator on the user interface separately from the shortcuts for resources corresponding to the



Workspace and, if connections to the other Workspaces are closed, removing the Workspace connection indica



(SRV) query based at least in part on a domain part of the



e-mail address; and sending the DNS SRV query to the client to be used as a



10. The computer-readable storage media of claim 6,



tor from the user interface.



4. The method of claim 3, Wherein the request comprises an explicit disconnect command or passage of a de?ned period of time after the contained resources have been closed.



5. The method of claim 3, further comprising: storing a description of the Workspace on the user device, the description comprising a unique name of the Work



Wherein the resource hosts comprise virtual machine hosts.



11. The computer-readable storage media of claim 6, Wherein the resources comprise at least one of remote appli 45



12. The computer-readable storage media of claim 6, fur



ther comprising: 50



tus.



6. One or more computer-readable storage media contain



establishing a connection to one or more resource hosts; 55



maintained on the user device.



to perform acts comprising:



14. The computer-readable storage media of claim 6, fur



ther comprising:



receiving one or more locators directing the client to one or 60



removing the Workspace from the user device, Wherein the



removing comprises deleting the shortcuts and the description of the Workspace from the user device. 15. The method of claim 14, Wherein the removing is performed by a dynamic link library (dll) With a remove



parsing the Workspace feed to extract information about the Workspace including resources stored on the resource



host(s) associated With the Workspace;



Word for accessing the Workspace. 13. The computer-readable storage media of claim 6, fur ther comprising: adding the Workspace to a list of discovered Workspaces



and operating a client on the user device, the client con?gured



creating shortcuts corresponding to the resources on the user device;



creating a secure hypertext transfer protocol secure socket layer (https) connection betWeen the client on the user device and the Web server, Wherein the https connection transmits a text ?le that includes a usemame and pass



ing instructions that, When executed by a computer, perform acts comprising:



more Workspaces; receiving, from a Web server, a Workspace feed associated With a Workspace speci?ed by the one or more locators;



cations, remote ?les, icons, or remote desktop protocol (RDP) ?les.



space, a locator of the Workspace, a list of the resources



associated With the Workspace, and a status indicator of the Workspace indicating connected or disconnected sta



locator.



40
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Workspace entry point. 16. The computer-readable storage media of claim 6, fur



ther comprising:
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Open Door Access for All: Tips & Resources to Serve 
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Homeworking mit Remote Access - BKW 

08.07.2014 - Aufgrund von Sicherheitsvorgaben und Datenschutzrichtlinien bieten wir fÃ¼r Ihre private IT-Infrastruktur keine Fernwartung an. Danke fÃ¼r Ihr ...
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Access to Care 

QUE TIENEN UN SEGURO DE SALUD CON UN DEDUCIBLE ALTO, quienes viven en el área DE LOS SUBURBIOS del Condado de Cook. Acce
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Get Access To Details 

einer kreditkarte abheben, gta 5 online ps3 viel geld verdienen, wie .... viel geld verdienen spanisch, wieviel geld kann man vom girokonto abheben, viel.
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resources for educators 

ball cuando a los jugadores afroa- mericanos no se les permitía jugar en los equipos de las ligas importantes. Narrada p
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resources for educators 

graduación para su hija? Le podría gus- tar algo práctico. Si va a la universidad, piense en una manta confortable para
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resources for educators 

ambientado en cada continente o bien cuelguen un mapamundi en el que señale los lugares sobre los que lee. También podrí
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“obligaciones” en rosa, lo que “me gustaría hacer” en amarillo y con verde las cosas para “si el ... trabajo de historia
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resources for educators 

y la televisión. Debería tener a mano materiales .... pelota. Y Cooper reconoció que le incomodaba invitar amigos a casa
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resources for educators 

Su hija saca una y lee en voz alta la pregunta. ... to convincente. Mi hija Lucy lleva meses pidiendo un ... La carta de
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Para que su hijo coma una dieta más sana, llene su nevera y su despensa de alimentos nutritivos y procure no comprar com
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múltiplo de 5. Los factores multiplican para formar un número y los múlti- plos son el resultado de un número multiplica
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RESOURCES FOR EDUCATORS 

por un parque o un jardín botánico. Para divertirse más y hacer más ejerci- .... una bolsa de papel de las del almuerzo
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RESOURCES FOR EDUCATORS 

bacterias buenas del yogur protegen nuestro sistema digestivo de los gérme- nes. La vitamina C de las naranjas, los limo
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RESOURCES FOR EDUCATORS 

¿Ves esa ilustración? Entender el significado de las imágenes en libros, revistas y periódicos refuerza la comprensión d
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Lean en voz alta a diario. Leer en voz alta a su hijo por lo menos 20 minutos cada día es una de las claves para su éxit
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Ahora, cuando salimos, nos fijamos en todo tipo de indicadores. Gabby leyó una placa en un edificio y descubrió que nues
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los altibajos de la vida cotidia- ... críbale lo que usted quiere que haga, por ... Nota: Dígale a su hija que nunca per
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un temporal de nieve. Ejemplos: Linter- nas, pilas, botellas de agua, latas de co- mida, botiquín de primeros auxilios.
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Sigan informados. No se pierdan ninguna información que llegue de la escuela de su hijo. Procuren que les enseñe lo que
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2018 Resources for Educators, a division of CCH Incorporated. Marzo de 2018. Planes para el verano. Los cálidos días del
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2017 Resources for Educators, a division of CCH Incorporated. Febrero de 2018. Mi propia tarjeta de presentación. Es div
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